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TROY CUMMINGS has been drawing goofy animals pretty much nonstop since kindergarten. His
illustrations have appeared in newspapers, in magazines, on websites, on frozen fish stick packages, and in
hospital waiting rooms. He hibernates in Greencastle, Indiana, with his wife and cubs.
Big Smelly Bear - Britta Teckentrup 2013
Big Fluffy Bear insists that Big Smelly Bear visit the pond for a bath before she will scratch the itch he
cannot reach.
Animals Are Sleeping - Suzanne Slade 2008-03-10
Short, lyrical text provides fascinating information, such as location, position, and duration of sleep of
animals living in different habitats, including the interesting sleeping habits of animals that live on land, in
water, and fly through the air. Simultaneous.
Little Bear Wants to Grow - Judith Koppens 2019-04-09
Little Bear wants to grow. He asks Neighbor Bear, Grandma Bear, and Uncle Bear for advice. They all have
wonderful tips. But nothing seems to work . . . Luckily, Mommy Bear and Daddy Bear know what to do.
Grin and Bear It - 2011-07-01
Will stage fright prevent a very funny bear from becoming a stand-up comedian?
A Dog Named Doug - Karma Wilson 2018-06-26
Dogs love to dig but one dog named Doug takes digging to new heights (and depths) in this laugh-out-loud
picture book from New York Times bestselling author Karma Wilson and celebrated illustrator Matt Myers.
Meet Doug. Doug is a dog that loves to dig. But when Doug digs he doesn’t just dig holes in the backyard.
He digs…ditches the size of tractors! He digs…tunnels through gold mines! He even digs his way into…the
White House! But not even the Secret Service can stop this digging doggy, because when Doug digs, oh
boy, does Doug DIG!
Bear Outside - Jane Yolen 2021-03-02
Lots of people have inner strength, but one girl wears hers as a bear outside. Some folks have a lion inside,
Or a tiger. Not me. I wear my bear on the outside. In this imaginative picture book by Jane Yolen, acclaimed
author of many distinguished children's books including Owl Moon and How do Dinosaurs Say Goodnight, a
girl explores the many ways she expresses herself by imagining that she wears a bear as her personal
protective shell. They go everywhere and do everything together. The Bear is like a suit of armor and a
partner all in one, protecting her from bullies and giving her strength to be bold when she needs it. In turn,
she listens to and takes care of the Bear. Jane Yolen's story beautifully portrays the relationships we have
with our inner-selves, encouraging readers to stay in touch with and wear these qualities with pride. Her
text is paired with the spritely art of Jen Corace, illustrator of bestseller Little Pea, Small World, and Brave
Jane Austen.
Bear Can't Wait - Karma Wilson 2021-03-30
As final preparations are being made for a long-planned surprise party, Bear gets so excited he nearly ruins
everything.
Bear Likes Jam - Ciara Gavin 2017-02-14
On the heels of Bear Is Not Tired comes a delicious new story of a big bear with an even bigger sweet

Bear Stays Up for Christmas - Karma Wilson 2013-11-28
The day before Christmas, snuggled on his floor, Bear sleeps soundly with a great big snore. "Dear Bear.
Get up!" Mouse shouts in his ear. "We won't let you sleep through Christmas this year." Bear's friends are
determined that he'sawake for Christmas and they get him up from his hibernation on Christmas Eve. Bear
is excited to experience the holiday with his friends and tries very hard to stay awake, helping to find the
right Christmas tree, making mint tea and singing carols. Finally, though, it's his friends who have fallen
asleep - and Bear Stays Up! He makes food and presents for his friends, not noticing that Father Christmas
has also come to visit. Christmas morning dawns bright and happy for all!
Bear's New Friend - Karma Wilson 2009-07-07
Young readers can join Bear as he befriends the mysterious culprit causing a ruckus in the forest!
The Bear Who Wanted to Be a Bear - Jurg Steiner 2007
A huge factory replaces the woodlands around a hibernating bear who, on awakening, must prove he is
indeed a bear and not a lazy worker.
Big Bear, Small Mouse - Karma Wilson 2016-11-29
Even the smallest readers can have big fun with Bear in this sweet introduction to opposites from the New
York Times bestselling creators of Bear’s New Friend. Bear is big, big, big, and mouse is small, small, small
but these friends stick together through all the highs and lows! Join Bear and mouse as they spot all the
opposites in their little glen. Karma Wilson and Jane Chapman team up again to bring the youngest Bear
fans a delightful concept book that begs to be read out loud.
King Mouse - Cary Fagan 2019-09-24
King Mouse finds his authority in question when his subjects find crowns of their own. A gentle and
humorous modern fable about imaginative play and kindness in the tradition of classics like Little Bear and
Frog and Toad. A sweet, thoughtful tale of friendship, sharing and play, King Mouse begins when a mouse
comes upon a tiny crown in the grass. The mouse puts the crown on his head, and when a bear
subsequently comes upon him and asks if he's king, the mouse responds "Yes." This diminutive monarch
settles into his new role very comfortably . . . until a snake comes upon a crown and claims she is queen.
The mouse is not amused, especially when one by one the other animals find crowns and claim they are
kings too. But when the bear can't find a crown, King Mouse make a most surprising decision. This inspired
collaboration between an award-winning author and debut picture book illustrator Dena Seiferling is
quietly profound in its simplicity and has the feeling of a modern classic.
Little Brown Bear Wants to be Read to - Claude Lebrun 1996-03
Little Brown Bear is impatient for Mama or Daddy to read a book to him.
More Bears! - Kenn Nesbitt 2010-11-01
Once upon a time there was a story. It was a lovely story with absolutely NO BEARS in it-not a SINGLE
BEAR anywhere. Then one day...MORE BEARS! KENN NESBITT is possibly the funniest and most soughtafter children's poet writing today. When he's not writing, podcasting, updating his website
(poetry4kids.com), or visiting schools sharing his wacky brand of humor with kids across America, Kenn
can be found cuddling his collection of stuffed bears. He seriously cannot get enough of bears. Or chickens.
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tooth—perfect for fans of Karma Wilson’s Bear Wants More. When Bear discovers jam for the time, he can’t
think of anything else. Mama Duck tells him that growing bears need to eat their vegetables first . . . but
Bear can’t stand the strange green things on his plate. He only wants jam! It’s not until Bear notices the
little ducks around him eating ALL of their food, that it finally clicks: Bear can have his dinner and his jam.
This tender follow-up to Bear Is Not Tired will hit home with every family of finicky eaters. Praise for Bear
Is Not Tired: “Gavin’s watercolors offer humor and tenderness in equal supply, making this blended family
irresistible.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review “Warm and wonderful.” —Kirkus Reviews on Bear Is Not
Tired
Bear Feels Sick - Karma Wilson 2009
When Bear is too sick to play, his animal friends go to his cave to make him soup and tea and keep him
company.
Bear Says Thanks - Karma Wilson 2012-09-04
In this playful and charmingly illustrated Classic Board Book, Bear has so much to give thanks for! What
better way for Bear to say thanks than over a nice, big dinner? Bear decides to throw a feast! One by one,
Bear’s friends show up with different platters of delicious food to share. There’s just one problem: Bear’s
cupboards are bare! What is he to do?
Bear Counts - Karma Wilson 2017-07-04
Numbers, numbers everywhere. Can you count along with Bear?
Bear Feels Scared - Karma Wilson 2011-08-23
The sun is setting and it's getting chilly. When Bear's friends discover that he is not at home in his lair, they
march out into the cold to find their pal. Friends don't let friends stay lost! Wren, Owl, and Raven take to
the skies while Badger, Mole, and Mouse search on the ground. Pretty soon Bear is found, and once he's
back in his cave, he feels quite safe with his friends all around. Little ones are sure to love the Classic
Board Book edition of this sweet, reassuring Bear story!
Bear's House of Books - Poppy Bishop 2021-03-02
Friends Fox, Rabbit, Hedgehog, and Mouse all love to read. One day, they find a book in the woods and set
off to return it to its owner, Bear. When they arrive at Bear’s house, they discover shelves and shelves of
books. A dream come true as they read story after story until Bear comes home!
Bear's Loose Tooth - Karma Wilson 2014-01-07
When Bear discovers he has a loose tooth, his friends try to help make it fall out.
Bear Wants More - Karma Wilson 2009
When spring comes, Bear wakes up very hungry and is treated to great food by his friends.
Bear's Big Day - Salina Yoon 2016-06-21
Geisel Honor-winning author/illustrator Salina Yoon's beloved duo Bear and Floppy head to school in Bear's
Big Day--a charming picture book with audio about embracing new experiences. It's Bear's very first day of
school! He wants to be grown up, so he leaves his stuffed bunny Floppy at home along with all his familiar
things. But being away from his best friend is hard--and the first day doesn't turn out quite how like Bear
wanted it to. Bear learns that the first day of school might not always be perfect, and being grown up
doesn't have to mean giving up the things he loves. This third book in the Bear and Floppy series from
beloved, bestselling author-illustrator Salina Yoon tackles big themes like starting school and being
independent, even in scary new situations. Don't miss these other books from Salina Yoon! The Bear series
Found Stormy Night Bear's Big Day The Penguin series Penguin and Pinecone Penguin on Vacation Penguin
in Love Penguin and Pumpkin Penguin's Big Adventure Penguin's Christmas Wish The Duck, Duck,
Porcupine series Duck, Duck, Porcupine My Kite is Stuck! And Other Stories That's My Book! And Other
Stories Be a Friend
Bear and Friends - Karma Wilson 2015-05-19
Cozy up with Bear and these three beloved board books from bestselling duo Karma Wilson and Jane
Chapman—now available in a boxed set! Meet Bear. He lives in the forest with his friends Mouse, Hare,
Mole, Wren, and others. Bear’s friends try to wake him up from a long winter sleep, but he just snores on.
When Bear is awake, he searches for something tasty to eat. But nothing’s quite right. He wants more.
Then Bear hears something clattering in the trees up above, and when he discovers who it is, he makes a
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new friend! This boxed collection of three Classic Board Books starring the lovable, adorable Bear makes a
perfect gift!
Bear Hugs - Karma Wilson 2009-12-22
A collection of eighteen short poems celebrating love and friendship between animals, from cats and sheep
to giraffes and crocodiles.
I'm Going to Give You a Bear Hug! - Caroline B. Cooney 2016-12-27
I’m Going to Give You a Bear Hug!, written by bestselling author Caroline B. Cooney and illustrated by Tim
Warnes, is a playful and comforting bedtime book that helps your child imagine all the wonderful and silly
ways someone might give and receive a hug. And the lively text and illustrations show the special
connection between a parent and a child. I'm Going to Give You a Bear Hug!: Has sweet, whimsical rhymes
that encourage playful interaction between a caretaker and child Helps kids 4-8 wind down and drift off to
sleep Features all the ways kids love to snuggle with the ones they love with humor and whimsy Celebrates
the special bond parents, grandparents, and loved ones have with the children in their lives Is perfect for
bedtime and lap reading, as well as a gift for birthdays, Valentine’s Day, Easter, and Christmas Whether it’s
a big bear, gasp for air, knock over a chair hug or a wet and drippy, slimy, slippy fish hug, children will
giggle their way through all the imaginative examples of hugs we can give and receive. If you enjoy I’m
Going to Give You a Bear Hug!, be sure to check out I’m Going to Give You a Polar Bear Hug! for more
hugging fun!
Likes - Sarah Shun-lien Bynum 2020-09-01
A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR: Library Journal, Electric Literature, The New York Public Library,
PopMatters A Finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize and the Story Prize National Book Award
finalist Sarah Shun-lien Bynum’s highly anticipated return weaves together like and unlike, mythic and
modern In nine stories that range from the real to the unreal, strange to familiar, funny to frightening,
Sarah Shun-lien Bynum reminds us why her wildly original debut, Madeleine Is Sleeping, and her masterful
Ms. Hempel Chronicles have become contemporary classics--celebrated and beloved. In a nimble dance of
lightness and gravity, Likes explores the full range and contradictions of our contemporary moment.
Through unexpected visitors, Waldorf school fairs, aging indie-film stars, the struggle to gain a foothold in
the capitalist shell-game of work, the Instagram posts of a twelve-year-old—these stories of friendship and
parenthood, celebrity and obsession, race and class and the passage of time, form an engrossing collection
that is both otherworldly and suffused with the deceitful humdrum of everyday life. For readers of Joy
Williams, George Saunders, Lauren Groff, and Deborah Eisenberg, Likes helps us see into our
unacknowledged desires and, in quick, artful, nearly invisible cuts, exposes the roots of our abiding terrors
and delights.
Bear Board Book 4-pack - Karma Wilson 2013-01-01
Cozy up with these four beloved Bear titles, now available in one great package! Join the lovable, relatable
Bear in these four favorite stories as he discovers a new animal living nearby, catches a cold and is
comforted by his friends, weathers a storm, and (almost!) sleeps through the winter. This adorable
shrinkwrapped set includes Classic Board Book editions of Bear’s New Friend, Bear Feels Sick, Bear Feels
Scared, and Bear Snores On.
A Wealth of Common Sense - Ben Carlson 2015-06-22
A simple guide to a smarter strategy for the individual investor A Wealth of Common Sense sheds a
refreshing light on investing, and shows you how a simplicity-based framework can lead to better
investment decisions. The financial market is a complex system, but that doesn't mean it requires a complex
strategy; in fact, this false premise is the driving force behind many investors' market "mistakes."
Information is important, but understanding and perspective are the keys to better decision-making. This
book describes the proper way to view the markets and your portfolio, and show you the simple strategies
that make investing more profitable, less confusing, and less time-consuming. Without the burden of shortterm performance benchmarks, individual investors have the advantage of focusing on the long view, and
the freedom to construct the kind of portfolio that will serve their investment goals best. This book proves
how complex strategies essentially waste these advantages, and provides an alternative game plan for
those ready to simplify. Complexity is often used as a mechanism for talking investors into unnecessary
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purchases, when all most need is a deeper understanding of conventional options. This book explains which
issues you actually should pay attention to, and which ones are simply used for an illusion of intelligence
and control. Keep up with—or beat—professional money managers Exploit stock market volatility to your
utmost advantage Learn where advisors and consultants fit into smart strategy Build a portfolio that makes
sense for your particular situation You don't have to outsmart the market if you can simply outperform it.
Cut through the confusion and noise and focus on what actually matters. A Wealth of Common Sense clears
the air, and gives you the insight you need to become a smarter, more successful investor.
Bear's Bad Day - Wiley Blevins 2015-09-01
Bear lived in a cave all alone, but when he goes out in the forest to find friends, he is gruff and offends
everyone he meets. Until Bird points out that he's being a bully. Bear thinks about his actions and realizes it
was his own way of trying to keep from being hurt by rejection. After he apologizes, he has plenty of new
friends who flock to the big loveable bear.
Bear Wants to Fly - Susanna Isern 2016-09-13
Winner at the 2016 Moonbeam Children's Book Awards “Bear wants to fly!” is the amazing news that has
all of the forest animals talking. Some of them think it’s impossible, but . . .why not give it a try? Bear
Wants to Fly is an emotional tale about the benefits of working as a team, and the importance of fighting for
your dreams, however impossible they may seem. Guided Reading Level: O, Lexile Level: 690L
Bear Snores on - Karma Wilson 2009
On a cold winter night many animals gather to party in the cave of a sleeping bear, who then awakes and
protests that he has missed the food and the fun.
The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay (with bonus content) - Michael Chabon 2012-06-12
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The epic, beloved novel of two
boy geniuses dreaming up superheroes in New York’s Golden Age of comics, now with special bonus
material by the author—soon to be a Showtime limited series “It's absolutely gosh-wow, supercolossal—smart, funny, and a continual pleasure to read.”—The Washington Post Book World Named one of
the 10 Best Books of the Decade by Entertainment Weekly • Finalist for the PEN/Faulkner Award, National
Book Critics Circle Award, and Los Angeles Times Book Prize A “towering, swash-buckling thrill of a book”
(Newsweek), hailed as Chabon’s “magnum opus” (The New York Review of Books), The Amazing
Adventures of Kavalier & Clay is a triumph of originality, imagination, and storytelling, an exuberant,
irresistible novel that begins in New York City in 1939. A young escape artist and budding magician named
Joe Kavalier arrives on the doorstep of his cousin, Sammy Clay. While the long shadow of Hitler falls across
Europe, America is happily in thrall to the Golden Age of comic books, and in a distant corner of Brooklyn,
Sammy is looking for a way to cash in on the craze. He finds the ideal partner in the aloof, artistically gifted
Joe, and together they embark on an adventure that takes them deep into the heart of Manhattan, and the
heart of old-fashioned American ambition. From the shared fears, dreams, and desires of two teenage boys,
they spin comic book tales of the heroic, fascist-fighting Escapist and the beautiful, mysterious Luna Moth,
otherworldly mistress of the night. Climbing from the streets of Brooklyn to the top of the Empire State
Building, Joe and Sammy carve out lives, and careers, as vivid as cyan and magenta ink. Spanning
continents and eras, this superb book by one of America’s finest writers remains one of the defining novels
of our modern American age. Winner of the Bay Area Book Reviewers Award and the New York Society
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Bear Sees Colors - Karma Wilson 2014-09-23
Explore colors with Bear in the first of a new concept picture book series from the New York Times
bestselling creators of Bear Snores On. Colors, colors everywhere! Can you find colors just like Bear?
Karma Wilson’s playful text and Jane Chapman’s adorable illustrations creatively introduce colors to the
youngest Bear fans, who will delight in discovering a rainbow of fun.
Bear Wants to Sing - Cary Fagan 2021-09-14
Bear wants to sing his song, but the other animals won't give him a chance to perform his masterwork in
this delightful picture book companion to the critically acclaimed King Mouse. A bear finds a ukulele in the
woods. It makes a nice sound -- PLINK! -- and inspires him to write his own song. His friend Mouse would
love to hear it. But Bear isn't the only animal in the forest to find musical inspiration that day, and Snake,
Crow and Tortoise keep taking his turn to perform. When they finally give him the opportunity and meet his
song with less enthusiasm than he'd like, the discouraged bear shelves his music career forever . . . but the
kindness, empathy and appreciation of his best friend will prove that his art deserves recognition and can
even inspire others. This dryly humorous and sweetly profound collaboration between two critically
acclaimed children's book creators, a follow-up to the masterful King Mouse, has the makings of a modern
classic.
Bike On, Bear! - Cynthea Liu 2015-06-02
Bear can do everything—except ride a bike. Discover how he overcomes his two-wheeled challenge in this
irresistibly adorable picture book! Bear can do almost anything. His one-paw pawstand is perfection. He
can solve the trickiest of equations. He can even out-build a brigade of beavers. But the one thing Bear
can’t do? Ride a bike. Bear tries everything to help him learn: library books, training wheels and supercheers from his fellow animal friends. But all of those fail to get poor Bear on two wheels.The situation is
looking unbearable—but an unexpected mishap might be just the thing that propels Bear to bike on!
Bear Can't Sleep - Karma Wilson 2018-10-23
Winter has arrived and Bear is having a hard time falling asleep! Luckily, his friends are here to help in this
cozy Classic Board Book! It’s winter and deep in the forest, Bear should be fast asleep. But when his friends
come by to check on him, they realize that Bear is still awake! Now available as a Classic Board Book, join
Bear and friends as they sing lullabies, drink tea, and find a way to sleep the winter away.
Bear's Story - Claire Freedman 2018
"When Bear's favourite Big Book of Stories falls apart, he is determined to write some stories of his own. He
ventures into the forest for inspiration, but writing is harder than he thinks - and he soon discovers that he
needs a lot of help from his friends. A delightful book about stories and friendship, featuring a lovable
brown bear."--Provided by publisher.
Spring is Here - Will Hillenbrand 2011
Excited that spring has finally arrived, Mole tries--unsuccessfully--to wake up Bear, but then he comes up
with the perfect plan.
The Bear in the Book - Kate Banks 2012-10-16
At the end of the day a little boy falls asleep as his mama reads about a bear hibernating. Full color.
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